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If A and B are bounded selfadjoint operators and AB is trace class, then the 
absolutely continuous part of A + B is unitarily equivalent to the direct sum of the 
absolutely continuous parts of A and B. 
In a 1963 paper on the spectral theory of Toeplitz operators [ 1 J, 
Ismagilov asserted, with no indication of proof, the following: 
THEOREM. Let A and B be bounded selfadjoint operators on a separable 
Hilbert space Z. If AB is trace class, then the absolutely continuous part of 
H = A + B is unitarily equivalent to the direct sum of the absolutely 
continuous parts of A and B. 
Apparently, no proof has ever been published. The purpose of this paper is 
to give one. We shall derive the theorem, which generalizes the Rosen- 
blum-Kato theorem [2, Chap. X], f rom another generalization of that 
theorem, due to Pearson [ 3; 4, p. 241: 
PEARSON'S THEOREM. Let H and A be bounded selfadjoint, aitd J a 
bounded operator with HJ - JA in trace class. Then 
exists. 
s-lim e’“‘JeCiA’P,(A) 
t-co 
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Define the wave operator 
W+(H, A) = s-ll eifHemifAP,(A), 
where P,(A) is the projection onto the absolutely continuous subspace ZO(A) 
of A. According to the general theory of wave operators [2, Chap. X; 
4, Sect. X1.31, when this limit exists, it is a partial isometry with initial set 
&(A) which intertwines A and H. Its range is a reducing subspace of H on 
which H is unitarily equivalent to the absolutely continuous part of A. 
Ismagilov’s theorem is therefore a consequence of the following two facts: 
(1) The wave operators W+(H, A) and W, (H, B) exist and their 
ranges are orthogonal. 
(2) (Completeness). The absolutely continuous subspace of H is the 
direct sum of the ranges of W, (H, A) and W, (H, B): 
R”,(H) = W+(H, A)Z@ W+(H, B)cK 
Proof. It suffices to prove existence of W+(H,A) on a dense set of 
vectors in P,(A) 3. We may take vectors of the form f = P,(A) Ax, so that 
eiHfe-iArf= eiHtAem’Atp,(A) x. 
But if J = A, then HJ- JA = BA is trace class, so this limit exists by 
Pearson’s theorem. 
For orthogonality, it suffices to prove that 
( ,iHte-i.4ff, eiHle-iBtg) = (e-iAy, ePiBtg) 
converges to zero for dense sets of absolutely continuous vectors f and g. 
Again taking f = Ax and g = By, with x and y absolutely continuous, we get 
ce-i”‘f, e-i”fg) = (BAe-‘A’x, e-iB$). 
This goes to zero by compactness of BA [4, Lemma 2, p. 241. 
It remains to prove completeness. Again by Pearson’s theorem, 
X, = s-Em eifAAe-i’HP,(H) 
t+cc 
exists, and so by the Chain Rule [4, p. 181 
w, (H, A) A-, = S-II ei’“Ae-ifHJ’,(ff). 
The middle factor P,(A) is removed as usual, using the fact that 
P,(A) X, =X, , which follows from the intertwining property AX, =X, H. 
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Similarly, with an obvious notation, 
W, (H, B) X, = s-lim ei’HBe-iL”P,(H). 
t-x 
It follows that 
W+(H, A) X, + W, (H, B) X, = s-ii eitH(A + B) e-““P,(H) 
= HP,(H). 
Since HP,(H) Z is dense in P,(H) 3, this implies that 
which is completeness. 
Remarks. (1) Th ere are, in two special cases, simpler proofs. If A and 
B commute, the result is an easy consequence of the fact that A and B are 
then both functions of a single selfadjoint operator. If AB has finite rank, a 
simple reduction to the Rosenblum-Kato theorem was found by Rosenblum 
(private communication). 
(2) Ismagilov’s theorem may be regarded as a multichannel scattering 
theorem, the two channels being the subspaces corresponding to the 
absolutely continuous parts of A and B. This remark was the basis of a 
much more complicated “stationary” proof of completeness in a preprinted 
version of this paper. 
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